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01  INTRODUcTION AND  
AcKNOWLEDGMENT

Our work with women with mental disabilities living in residential 
institutions would not have been possible without the support of the 
United Nations Trust Fund to Combat Violence against Women. We owe 
them a debt of gratitude for their openness and willingness to recog-
nize and understand all the difficulties we faced during the Covid-19 
period.
We owe special gratitude to all women with mental disabilities who 
communicated with us for their willingness to speak openly about all 
the difficulties they faced. We also welcome their desire and commit-
ment to improve their knowledge through a joint work process in or-
der to be empowered to fight for their rights on their own. The publi-
cation Isolated in Isolation was written within the project “Accessible 
Services for Women with Disabilities Survivors of Custodial Violence”, 
which was implemented with the support of the United Nations Trust 
Fund to End Violence against Women, in partnership with FemPlatz.
Persons with disabilities living in residential institutions are denied 
and limited many rights. Women and girls with mental disabilities are 
multiply discriminated in institutions and exposed to various forms of 
violence, starting with physical, psychological, partner, sexual violence. 
They are also exposed to specific forms of gender-based violence such 
as forced abortions, contraception without informed consent, sexual 
harassment and sexual violence, forced sterilization.

“There was no talk of violence in the institution. I think there were some-
documents about it, but they were kept with the educators in the room. 
We were not informed thereof. The documents were intended for educa-

tors only”. (Former client of the institution)
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The work on empowering women with mental disabilities accommo-
dated in residential institutions or who have experience of institution-
alization started in 2017 within the project “Deinstitutionalization and 
prevention of violence against women with disabilities in residential 
institutions.” It continued through organized workshops on “Mecha-
nisms for Protection from Violence”, and within the trainings “Preven-
tion of Violence against Women with Mental Disabilities”.

Topics covered with women included: life in a residential institution, 
violence and types of violence in residential institutions and mecha-
nisms for protection against violence in residential institutions. The 
workshops were primarily designed and conducted as one-day ses-
sions, however, during the work it became clear that women had to be 
given more time to gain trust in communication, that it was important 
for them to have time to cope in a new space as their attendance at 
the workshop was their first leaving the institution after a long time. 
The workshops were turned into two-day sessions and for women the 
experience of staying in a hotel, meeting other hotel guests, going out 
in the city and informal communication in which they participated was 
as empowering an experience as the content of the training itself. The 
work was expanded to include the topics on the Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, support and communication with 
service providers in local communities. In parallel with working with 
women, there was work with service providers on how to make the 
existing services accessible to women living in residential institutions 
and how to create customized services. At the joint session, communi-
cation took place with the active support of women, but also represent-
atives of local organizations and institutions, and a safe environment 
was created for getting to know each other and making first contacts.

Women with mental disabilities from residential institutions, who 
expressed interest in further learning, were invited to advanced self-
advocacy trainings in which they themselves suggested the topics they 
were interested in and on which they would like to receive more infor-
mation. The topics that were of the greatest importance to them were 
translated into visuals that were the starting point for the discussion.

One advanced training was held live, and due to the covid-19 crisis, we 
adapted further work in different ways, which we will present in more 
detail below.
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At the level of the “Women Self-Advocacy Group”, we agreed to base our 
work on visuals for a number of reasons. There were women among 
us who could not read and write, so we had to introduce them to the 
topics that they would be presented and for which they needed to pre-
pare. The pictures were a clear enough guideline for the preparation 
of the topic, and at the same time, they left the space to include various 
and specific experience of living in a residential institution and sys-
temic violence to which they were exposed.

The idea was to form a closed Facebook group “Self-advocates” within 
which they would communicate with each other and exchange experi-
ence. It should be a group within which they would feel safe and se-
cure and within which they would exchange information about every-
thing that happened to them in the institution, including gender-based 
violence to which they were exposed while living in residential institu-
tions.

This publication resulted from intensive months of work with a group 
of women with mental disabilities during the period February 2020 
– March 2021, via various online applications. The communication 
began with the formation of a closed Facebook group on February 4, 
2020. The formed group initially had five members, but in the mean-
time that number has increased and now has fifteen women self-ad-
vocates.

The self-advocates involved in the work of the group are women aged 
24 to 55. Although with different life experiences, what they have in 
common is that they have spent most of their lives, and many of them 
their whole lives, in residential institutions. Most of the women in-
volved in the work of the group have lived in institutions since birth 
and have changed two to three different institutions during their life-
time. They could never influence the decision to move from an institu-
tion to an institution, and it often caught them without any announce-
ment, preparation and support in adapting to the new environment. 
Some women have experience of living in sheltered housing, but un-
fortunately many of them have been returned to residential institu-
tions after living in sheltered housing, due to the inability to ensure 
long-term sustainability of the service. This specific experience fur-
ther complicates their coping with isolation, movement restrictions 
and the lack of opportunities to make decisions about their daily lives. 
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The women we interacted with came from six different residential in-
stitutions. Only one woman lives in the community, but has experience 
of institutionalization. Most self-advocates have legal capacity, but 
they are also practically unable to decide on their own lives.

The functioning of the Facebook group and communication with wom-
en was already disrupted at the beginning by the onset of the covid-19 
virus pandemic. For women with mental disabilities whose commu-
nication with the outside world was difficult even in regular circum-
stances, with the onset of a pandemic, it was practically impossible. 
Until then, the few available communication channels had been cut off. 
A big problem was the lack of privacy in residential institutions, which 
was a prerequisite for successful communication.

Owing to the understanding of the United Nations Trust Fund to End 
Violence against Women, ten telephone devices with internet packag-
es were provided so that the communication could continue without 
interruption. Until the phones were provided, communication with 
women took place via two platforms, WhatsApp i Messenger, and af-
ter receiving the phones, all women engaged in joint communication 
via Viber. A closed group “Self-advocates” was then formed on Viber, 
in which group communication continued, and the individual support 
functioned through various platforms, phone calls and live, from the 
moment when it was practically possible.

This publication provides an overview of work in covid conditions. 
It can serve as an example to those who are wondering how to com-
municate and work with women with mental disabilities from resi-
dential institutions, but also in crisis situations. The examples of our 
work show how it is possible to establish and maintain communica-
tion and be flexible in working with women with mental disabilities. 
Also, a description is given of the challenges and difficulties we have 
faced, which may be helpful to others to overcome such problems in 
the future.
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02 ABOUT GOOD SUPPORT

We make decisions every day – small and big, important and less im-
portant – and in most cases we need the support of someone else, 
close, to consult with him/her, to get information before we finally 
make that decision. For example, when deciding which school to enrol 
in or when and how to buy an apartment, we often consult with close 
family members, friends and experts. But, even when we resolve some 
minor dilemmas, such as how to spend the weekend or which piece of 
clothing to buy, we usually consult with someone from our immediate 
environment – a partner, a friend, a salesman. Although we will not 
always listen to them, we find their opinion and the additional infor-
mation we receive important. The more complex and important the 
decisions, the more time we will devote to them and rely on the infor-
mation and advice we get from a wider circle of people. But, regard-
less of the information and help we get when we decide on something, 
sometimes we make a decision that is not the most favourable for us, 
or maybe it is completely unfavourable. The freedom to make deci-
sions also implies the freedom to make mistakes and learn from our 
own experience.
We all use the model of decision-making with support in our lives, we 
all seek and receive support when we decide on something, but occa-
sionally we make mistakes, i.e., we make “bad” decisions.
Since what applies to every human being also applies to people with 
intellectual or psychosocial disabilities, decision-making implies the 
principle of obtaining the necessary support and the principle of free-
dom to take risks.1 This means that a person with a mental disability 
receives the support he or she needs to make his/her own decision 
about her life. Supported decision-making enables a person with a dis-
ability to develop self-esteem, independence, better and healthier life, 

1   Legal capacity as a basic human right: guidelines in domestic practice and possible alternati-
ve guardianship/[Dragana Ćirić Milovanović, Lea Šimoković]. – Belgrade: Mental Disability 
Rights Initiative MDRI-S, 2012.
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to better resist potential abuse and enjoy legal capacity. All support 
that a person with a disability receives: accessible information, acces-
sible community services, choice of place of residence, opening a bank 
account, etc., must be in accordance with his/her will and wishes.
The support person must fully understand what the person needing 
support wants. The support he/she provides should be discrete and 
inconspicuous, and the support person must stay away and act in a 
way that respects the views of the person with a disability. This means 
that he/she has to ask her how she wants a certain situation to be re-
solved, that is, how she wants to be supported.

“They don’t talk to us about it here. If you and Maja worked here, you 
would talk to us about it”. (Woman currently living in the institution)
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03 cOVID cONTEXT 

“It’s awful in the home now. It’s a camp, a prison.”
“Everything is worse now. We must not go out at all. Nobody goes out for a 
long time. We are going crazy.” (Woman currently living in the institution)

The Facebook group “Self-advocates” was formed on February 4, 2020. 
The invitation to join the group was given to women who had previ-
ously attended the workshops “Mechanisms for Protection from Vio-
lence”, organized within the trainings “Prevention of Violence against 
Women with Disabilities in Residential institutions”, as well as “Ad-
vanced Self-Advocacy Trainings”.
At the mentioned workshops, the women themselves talked about 
topics they would like to get more information about. These topics are 
illustrated by the visuals that have been used to initiate conversations 
through the Facebook group, which is very important, especially since 
the group also consists of women who cannot read and write. In this 
way, they could more easily get involved in the processing of topics 
and prepare for them.
The idea of founding the group was to be a place where we will be 
able to continuously exchange information and where women will be 
able to connect with each other and exchange experience. It is a closed 
Facebook group within which we communicate by corresponding or 
leaving video and audio messages. At the beginning of the group’s 
work, there were 5 members, and today the group has 15 members.
With the declaration of a state of emergency, caused by the covid-19 virus 
pandemic, on March 16, 2020, persons staying in some form of collective 
accommodation were denied the right to be visited as well as the op-
portunity to leave the residential institutions. At the very beginning, the 
persons staying in one of the residential institutions could not even leave 
the buildings in which they were staying. At one time, they were not even 
allowed to “move around” within the institution, and/or to leave their 
rooms. Later, these measures were minimally relaxed so that they could 
stay in the yard, i.e. on the property surrounding the institution itself.
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The women we started working with were denied information about 
the situation. The communication with the outside world was com-
pletely impossible for them, which greatly disturbed them. Everything 
that all of us who live in the community went through surprised by the 
changes caused by the corona virus, was also what they went through, 
but multiplied due to additional isolation, lack of information and lack 
of support in the conditions in which they normally lived. In those 
days we were in constant contact with each of the women individually. 
We realized that they desperately needed support and that it was 
very important that we should immediately react. That is how we 
started intensive planned communication with them on April 1, 2020, 
which initially took place on two platforms, through video calls. One 
was WhatsApp, and the other Messenger. 

You have no one to support you. I can freely say, today you are here, 
tomorrow you are gone. They see that you are nervous, that you have 

some issue, they immediately switch you to medication. And that’s it ... “
(Woman currently living in the institution)

We held meetings once a week, and women got involved through the 
platform that was available to them. Immediately before the meeting, 
we set up a visual with the selected topic on both platforms, in order 
to inform them about the topic we would be working on. In addition 
to pre-agreed topics, a large part of the communication was related to 
coping with the new conditions and circumstances.
This way of communication lasted for several weeks. In those weeks, 
despite regular meetings, women called us almost every day. This was 
quite exhausting and at the same time we recognized that we repeated 
certain information several times to each woman individually. It was in-
formation about what corona virus/covid was, what the ways of protec-
tion were, what measures were valid in our country, and what measures 
were introduced globally. The women had countless questions about 
how long they would be locked up, isolated and unable to communicate 
with the outside world. We realized that we had to find a way to organize 
communication in a different way. Therefore we came up with the idea 
of providing mobile phones with internet packages, and we started us-
ing the Viber application that was previously installed on their devices 
for communication. The video call meetings were attended by 15 wom-
en, each meeting by at least 3 women and a maximum of 15 women. 
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04  OVERcOMING cHALLENGES 
AND DIFFIcULTIES IN WORK

Working with women with mental disabilities was demanding and in-
volved learning and adjustment on our part.
One part of the challenges and difficulties is directly a product of in-
stitutionalization, and/or living conditions in the institution. In addi-
tion, these challenges and difficulties, as stated, were complicated by 
the covid-19 crisis and further made women isolated, uninformed and 
invisible, and their daily lives uncertain and insecure.
The effects of institutionalization that are not directly related to the 
established everyday life in the institution, but have a huge signifi-
cance and impact on the lives of people living in the institutions, are 
the lack of support programs conducted outside the institution, lack 
of community and environment liaison, lack of systemic support and 
misunderstanding and violation of human rights by the system, sys-
tem institutions and individual employees in these institutions.
As a consequence of all this, we recognized another level of obstacles 
and difficulties, which related to the professional and personal limita-
tions of us who provided support. 
The lack of previous support programs for women with mental dis-
abilities living in residential institutions that we should base our ap-
proach and work on and reduced opportunities to gain experience in 
working with women with mental disabilities living in such facilities 
were the main reasons why occasionally we felt insecure in making 
decisions and setting professional boundaries. 
At the same time, complete isolation from any other forms of support, 
the unrecognizability of women with mental disabilities living in resi-
dential institutions by the system and the fundamental misunderstand-
ing and disrespect of their human rights have led to a number of obsta-
cles, challenges and difficulties during which we faced our professional 
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limitations, we were forced to find new strategies for solving problems 
while accepting the limits in our work, our potentials and capacities. 
It was complicated to maintain professional boundaries at a time 
when we had become a rare or even the only connection of women 
from these facilities with the outside world, and at the same time cre-
ated support activities that would have meaning and positive effect 
for women. The most common emotions were helplessness and anger. 
Those were the same emotions that women living in the residential 
institutions felt in relation to the position and place that society had 
assigned to them.
We found great support for our work in the feminist principles of work 
that were the basis for planning support for women.
At the same time, feminist principles of work were our support to 
challenge our limitations, to understand the position we came from, to 
accept the limits of our power while maintaining a proactive approach 
to work and believing that change was necessary and possible.
All this was extremely demanding in the circumstances in which we rec-
ognized that our work did not result in substantial changes in the qual-
ity of life of women and the exercise of their rights. At the same time, it 
was clear to us that such work was necessary for women to be empow-
ered and to start advocating for their rights more actively and strongly.
During one year of work with women from residential institutions, we 
received information about various situations, events and conditions 
in the institutions. We found out about certain situations in previous 
meetings, conversations and interviews with women, some situations 
arose during the covid-19 crisis and further shed light on how much 
life in the institution was fundamentally contrary to the possibilities 
for a dignified and safe life. 

“A doctor came and said that she had enrolled me for the vaccine.”
(Woman currently living in the institution)

When we talk about challenges and difficulties, we can analyse them 
from different perspectives. For example, from the perspective of com-
munication and information, security and free movement, protection 
from violence and discrimination, and from the perspective of support 
systems available to women.
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We saw the first recognized challenges in relation to communication, 
communication channels and opportunities for adequate information. 
For example, some women eventually stopped engaging in group con-
versations because they could not provide privacy during the conver-
sations and did not feel safe and free to talk openly about topics that 
were raised and addressed. The reasons for this were different – some 
of them had internet only in common areas dining rooms where it was 
always crowded and where other users and employees passed by. Some 
of them could talk from their rooms, but they had the impression that 
their roommates were “eavesdropping and spying on them” and then 
passing on what they were saying at our joint meetings. They also stat-
ed that they were afraid of punishment if employees heard what they 
were saying, although the topics of joint conversations were mostly not 
directly focused on the behaviour of employees in the institutions but 
related to living conditions in the institution in general, providing in-
formation on what covid was, what measures were and why they exist-
ed, as well as providing emotional support to cope with the new crisis.
Situations in which women care about their safety because they share 
some information and experiences of life in the institution make it 
impossible for us who work to strengthen them to initiate such weak 
protection mechanisms. 

During one conversation, when one of the women complained that the 
home employee did not return the money she had previously lent to her 
at institution, she insisted that we did not inform the institution about it 
at all because she was afraid that she would be punished for telling this 

to someone outside the institution. (MDRI-S associates)

The very fact that women have regular communication with someone 
outside the institution, to develop mutual trust and share information 
and life experience in the institution puts them under the employees’ 
scrutiny, and they are occasionally subject to questioning and inter-
rogation, which they are very afraid of.
One woman often repeated in group meetings that she was very tired 
and exhausted, so she could not be more actively involved in the conver-
sation, and as a reason for fatigue she stated that she was harassed at 
institution by some beneficiaries, that she had no peace to sleep, that she 
had no one she could talk to and she also said that the whole situation 
was unbearable for her. She also asked us not to do anything because her 
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impression was that it would only make the situation worse and that 
the harassment would become even greater. At the same time, even if 
she was ready for that step and initiating some measures and steps, the 
question was what we would be able to do from our positions. Our pro-
fessional competencies reach the point where we can report the situa-
tion, and then we have no control over how it will affect the circumstanc-
es and conditions in which the woman lives, nor the ability to provide 
any support to emotional support in those conditions.
The information the women shared in the group gave us a better in-
sight into the living conditions in the institutions. What is a great chal-
lenge when it comes to protection from violence is that in the living 
conditions in the institution of a woman who suffers violence, whether 
from an employee or from another resident, there is no possibility to 
escape that violence. The reason is that her movement is additionally 
limited and completely under the control of others, she is isolated from 
potential support mechanisms, and at the same time she is doomed to 
live in an institution that she cannot leave. 

“I was very afraid of one employee. He’s gone now, he doesn’t work here 
anymore. He kept yelling at me. He came into my room once and tried to 
force me to show him my genitals. I somehow managed to escape him. 
The next time he tried to do that again, but a guy I was close with came 

by and told him to leave me alone. That’s how he saved me.”  
( Woman currently living in the institution)

With the covid crisis, the communication with women which was dif-
ficult and complicated before it significantly worsened. The reasons, 
as we stated, were the lack of Internet connection or lack of privacy 
in places where Internet connection was available (halls, TV rooms or 
dining rooms in the institution), inability to leave the institution and 
call us from other phones or connect to a WiFi connection, inability for 
them to come out and top up the credit for mobile phones, and with 
stricter measures, the impossibility to use the institution’s phones 
lines that they used occasionally until then – the phone line at the re-
ception desk or in the administrative building of the institution. Some 
women often did not answer our calls with a later explanation that 
they were at work or occupational therapy at the time and that they 
were then forbidden to answer the phone or they were afraid that em-
ployees would hear that they were in contact with us.
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It was important to provide them with mobile phones with Internet 
access and free calls within the group so that we could continue to 
communicate because the previous way of communication was unre-
liable, exhausting due to bad connections or murmurs and noise in 
case women had managed to call from common areas. In such condi-
tions, any meaningful support could not be planned or realized, and 
for women, despite bad connections and minimal communication in 
these extraordinary circumstances, the very fact that someone called 
them and tried to establish communication with them was important.
One of the challenges was how to schedule the date of the group meeting 
and limit calls and conversations to those dates, especially with women 
who did not know how to tell time or because of the monotonous eve-
ryday life did know what the day was and whether it was a day/time for 
a joint meeting. Also, due to the lack of information about covid, its im-
pact on social conditions and how it reflected on them, due to conflicts 
within the institution due to which they were upset or felt fear, women 
who had access to the Internet often initiated and sought contact in a 
way and at times that were inadequate. For example, calls were made 
outside working hours, at night, on weekends, early in the morning or 
late at night, and they sent a large amount of content – pictures, stickers, 
recordings, music, etc., but also used private content from other people’s 
Facebook profiles (downloaded, processed and published other people’s 
photos). This was especially done by women who did not know how to 
read and write, and in that way they tried to maintain communication 
and provide contact and support for themselves outside the institution.
We tried to define the basic rules of work and communication with 
women. They suggested that we should record video content in which 
we would explain the rules of group work. By recording the video on 
their own, the participants were empowered, strengthened their digi-
tal competencies, but also took leadership positions in the group “Self-
advocates” and at the same time had the opportunity to explain the 
rules of work and bring them closer to all participants. 
The rules of communication and participation in meetings created by 
women during work:

 y Every woman’s participation in the group is voluntary.
 y At the beginning of the meeting, we allocate a short time to hear 

how each of us is and to say hello, because it means a lot to usto 
have a friendly relationship and a nice atmosphere among us. 
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 y We respect the privacy of women who participate in meetings 
and do not share information outside the group, especially not 
with other people from the institution and staff employed in 
the homes.

 y In meetings, it is important for us to feel safe and to trust each 
other. 

 y Before the meeting, each woman is placed somewhere where 
she can be alone in peace and quiet and where there are no 
other people (employees, partners and other men).

 y The topics of the meetings are agreed in advance and the wom-
en are informed thereof, but the topics can be adapted to the 
current situation.

 y A woman who would like to speak indicates so by raising her 
hand or saying, “I would like to speak”. When one woman talks, 
the others listen to her.

 y We respect that some women talk more, some prefer to listen. 
We leave time for everyone to get involved as much as they 
want and can at that moment. 

 y We provide support for more active involvement.
 y We are here to support each other and learn from each other. 
 y We respect different experience and conditions in which we live.
 y The purpose of the meeting is to learn, empower ourselves, and 

then speak in public so that other people can hear about what 
women are dissatisfied with and what is important to change. 

 y We are glad to have our group of self-advocates and the sup-
port we receive is important to us, and at the same time we 
know that we have a higher goal and that is for women to pre-
sent their experience further and receive support for important 
situations and changes. 

 y We allocate time for a joint meeting. Meetings at the Viber 
Group on Thursdays are our business meetings and we act in 
accordance with business rules. This means that we are re-
sponsible for the time we allocate and for each other. 

Despite working to keep communication within certain limits, women 
often, especially in periods of tightening or introducing new measures, 
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certain changes or an increase in the number of infected people, needed 
to communicate much more often. We tried to guide and support them to 
use personal contacts with other women from the self-advocacy group 
between meetings and to communicate beyond MDRI-S associates.
The women who sought individual support between regular appoint-
ments received shorter support if they were currently upset by a situ-
ation: a conflict with someone, insults they experienced, if they felt 
afraid of new measures they did not understand, they had more con-
cern for the future, uncertainty about how long that situation would 
last, and if they felt a strong lack of motivation and energy due to the 
smaller number of content and activities that could be exercised and 
physical inactivity. They were directed to discuss other topics at group 
meetings and at regular meeting dates.
In addition to the above-mentioned difficulties in communication, 
women occasionally complained about work overload in joint conver-
sations, especially since the corona virus had been present, and it was 
necessary to devote more work and time to maintaining the hygiene 
of the institution. In addition, they complained about extremely poor 
food in homes, which they usually call “slops” or “swills” and said that 
they often bought their own food, which was further problematic giv-
en the fact that their monthly income was extremely low. Most women 
have only pocket money available, which amounts to a few thousand 
dinars, and/or between 10 and 20 dollars a month.
The corona virus has further aggravated living conditions in residen-
tial institutions, restricted freedom and increased feelings of fear and 
uncertainty, as well as the experience that people living in an institu-
tion did not decide on anything related to their lives. Thus, through 
regular conversations with women, they often said that they lived in a 
“prison”, as in “Zabela”, and that they were “prisoners”.
Generally, life in an institution is such that women who are exposed to 
violence have fewer mechanisms and opportunities to protect them-
selves from it, do not have the opportunity to ask about their lives, 
topics that concern them and cannot decide on various aspects of their 
life – with whom they will live and share space, and even the room in 
which they sleep, how they will spend their time, what activities and 
jobs they will engage in. These are the general living conditions in the 
institution. However, some rules and living conditions vary from an in-
stitution to institution. For example, sex is allowed between home ben-
eficiaries in some homes, while in some other homes it is not allowed, 
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but it is certainly important to emphasize that education and support 
on the topic of sexual relations, health and protection is lacking and do 
not exist to a sufficient extent in any of the institutions which we are 
in regular contact with.

“I was 16 when I got pregnant, I didn’t know what it was. I did not have 
my period for a while and they noticed that. The educator beat me well, 

pulled me by the hair and I did not even know why she was beating me. I 
went to the hospital and they put a spiral in me. In a few days, I couldn’t 

stand it and they had to take it off urgently because my stomach was 
swollen. Since then, I have not been able to use the spiral.” 

(Woman currently living in the institution)

One of the topics that emerged through individual communication was 
related to problems in a partnership, specifically in a lesbian partner-
ship. The topics of individual conversations were related to the prob-
lems that a lesbian identity brought with it when a woman lived in a 
institution. In addition to this, the issues of how specific experience 
of living in a institution made it difficult to cope with the challenges 
of lesbian identity, how institutionalization affected lesbian and long-
distance relationships, and how to maintain them in covid-19 condi-
tions were addressed. They also talked about how the lesbian com-
munity viewed women with mental disabilities and women who came 
from residential institutions, and what kind of treatment as a wom-
an who lived in the institution occasionally had among lesbians. She 
stated that due to her previous life in the institution, she was not well 
connected with the lesbian community, that she occasionally heard 
prejudices from other lesbians and did not have informal and friendly 
support that would be important in various situations arising from the 
lesbian experience.
Other specific topics related to overcoming and solving the problem of 
living with other women/roommates, about grieving for a pet, about 
making contact with the primary biological family, about situations of 
sexual violence that they had previously survived and about which it 
was important for them to talk, on ways to apply for and receive help 
from the state that all citizens of Serbia received (in the amount of 100 
euros), on how to emotionally endure quarantine for two weeks, on 
certain health issues.
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At the beginning of May 2020, the state of emergency was revoked, 
and the assessment was that it would be important and useful to talk 
about the revocation of the state of emergency, but also about pro-
tection measures and other measures that remain in force and how 
women wouldcomply with them. Also, it was important for them to 
understand what the phrase that was emphasized through the media 
meant – personal responsibility.
Although women had a very responsible approach and behaviour in 
relation to the covid situation, even almost a year after revocation of 
the state of emergency, they did not have the opportunity to leave the 
institutions. In part, they felt better because they had the opportunity 
to go out into the yard. Also, with the termination of the work regime 
in which the employees were employed on two-week shifts, it was eas-
ier for them because they no longer felt as if they were under constant 
supervision. However, it bothered them that they had a picture and a 
type of information about what was happening in our society through 
the media, and they were forbidden to leave the institution, even 
though they would know how to take care of themselves. The previous 
year had exhausted them to a great extent, many said that they had 
regressed, that they saw that people livedalmost normal lives, and that 
they were still imprisoned in the institutions.
The period of our work with women was very specific and quite turbu-
lent for all of us because it referred to a period that was globally a period 
of uncertainty, concern, fear for health, life and future. In addition to the 
importance of informing about various issues, improving knowledge 
on certain topics, strengthening skills on how to communicate via the 
Internet and social networks, regular and continuous communication 
was a great emotional support to women, empowered them and gave 
them a sense of security because of having contact with someone out-
side the institution, and thus the opportunity to have their voice heard 
anywhere outside the isolated conditions in which they lived.
That is why women state that the support they receive through the 
group “Self-advocates” is extremely important. 

“The support should be huge, and then it should be reduced if that person 
learns something to do on her own. If something can’t be done, never 

mind, but if it can be done, then the support must be reduced. You don’t 
have to work for that person.” (Woman currently living in the institution)
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In addition to receiving support from consultants, they are increas-
ingly supporting each other. We tried to base our support on feminist 
principles of work and to empower women to treat each other in ac-
cordance with these principles.

Feminist principles of work on which we based our work with women 
with mental disabilities living in residential institutions:

 y We believe in the women’s experience and impressions.

 y We are equal in the group. We do not give each other advice, 
but we encourage women to recognize the strength they carry 
and have in themselves, by the fact that they manage to survive 
and empower themselves in isolated living conditions in the 
institution.

 y We support and encourage the behaviour of women who give 
them a sense of empowerment, and who in the specific envi-
ronment in which women live have the opportunity to express 
themselves on a daily basis.

 y We are responsible to the woman we are in contact with and to 
the information we receive from her.

 y The principle of confidentiality is a key principle due to the 
additional exposure to violence by the system and system em-
ployees who have control over women’s lives.

 y We support women to name and understand the situations 
they find themselves in as a result of institutionalization.

 y We express a clear position on the violence and discrimination 
that women experience, in addition, violence as a consequence 
of living in an institution. 

 y Women with mental disabilities currently living in residential 
institutions have the right to live without violence and discrim-
ination as well as the right to live in the community. 

 y We all have the right to make mistakes.

 y We advocate a feminist ethic of care that involves caring for 
oneself and caring for one another and others. 
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06  cONcLUSION WITH  
REcOMMENDATIONS

“It means a lot to me that I can talk to you, because even if it happens 
that I leave the institution and sometimes I can’t cope with some things,  

I know I can turn to you for help, to refer me, to help.”
(Woman currently living in the institution)

Our work is based on the principles of the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, given that the Republic of Serbia, by ratify-
ing this document, has committed itself to abiding by all the principles 
of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

This means that it is necessary that the state should take appropriate 
measures to ensure:

 y States Parties recognize that women and girls with disabilities 
are subject to multiple discrimination, and in this regard shall 
take measures to ensure the full and equal enjoyment by them 
of all human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

(Article 6 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Dis-
abilities) 

Providing information is one of the key aspects that enable inde-
pendent living and full participation of persons with disabilities in 
all spheres of life. The state has committed itself to take appropriate 
measures to provide persons with disabilities with access to informa-
tion and communication media, as well as other benefits and services 
that are open or available to the public, both in urban and rural areas:

 y To promote access for persons with disabilities to new infor-
mation and communications technologies and systems, includ-
ing the Internet; 
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 y To promote the design, development, production and distribu-
tion of accessible information and communications technolo-
gies and systems at an early stage, so that these technologies 
and systems become accessible at minimum cost. 

(Article 9 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Dis-
abilities) 

From the perspective of the covid-19 crisis, these principles have ad-
ditional weight and significance. What in the pre-covid period were 
recommendations for improving the position of people with disabili-
ties, with the covid crisis they are becoming necessary steps for people 
with mental disabilities living in residential institutions to have any 
opportunity to communicate.

Additional isolation and exposure to gender-based violence and multi-
ple discrimination is a reality in which women with mental disabilities 
live on a daily basis in residential institutions.

The support that women received through our work is support that 
should be systematically provided and available to every woman with 
mental disability living in a residential institution, and its goal should 
be empowerment on the way out of the institutions into the commu-
nity through the process of deinstitutionalization and community ser-
vice development.

Our experience shows that, despite prejudices, women with mental 
disabilities living in residential institutions are interested and can ef-
fectively use various online applications and devices. This certainly 
arises from the fact that it was the only way for them to communicate 
with the outside world, but also because, respecting the will and wish-
es of self-advocates, we learned together how to use available com-
munication platforms.

“I have heard that in foreign countries these people have priority. Here 
it’s not like that. It has yet to find its way to the population, not just some 
organizations to carry out these activities, but it is the society that should 

provide them with life-long support. It’s up to the people, up to us, to 
understand that.” (Woman currently living in the institution)
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